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CONSTRUCTING PAIRS OF PANTS

Ara Basmajian

In this paper we supply necessary and sufficient conditions for two hyperbolic

elements (l, g) to form standard generators for a pair of pants. These conditions

are in teräs of the hyperbolic distance between the axes of 7 and B and the
,,collar widths" of 7 and B. Other writers who have investigated collars include

Beardon [Be], Buser [Bu], Halpern [H], Keen [K], Maskit [M], Matelski [Ma], and

Randol [R].
A torsion free Fuchsian group G is said to be a pair of pants if. H2lG is

topologically a sphere with three holes. The pair of pants is tight if. one of the

h"l"r is really a puncture (that is, an oper] neighborhood of it is hyperbolically a

punctured disc).
We say that two hyperbolic elements 7 and B form standard generators fot

a pair of pants G if
i) 7 una B are each primitive boundary elements in G that represent two of

the boundary geodesics on H2 f G with (7, 0l : G , and
ii) a,fter possibly changing the orientations of 7 and B so that their axes lie to' 

the right of each other, the product p1 is a primitive boundary element of G
which represents the third boundary component (or equivalently, since B7 is
conjugate to l9 in G, B1 is a primitive boundary element which represents

the third boundary comPonent).
If we think of 7 and B as being elements of the fundamental group of the

surface, then the definition essentially says that 7 and B are generators for the

fundamental group each of which is freely homotopic to a boundary geodesic with
the product B1 beingfreely homotopic to the third boundary geodesic.

we note that this definition is symmetric in the sense that if 7 and B are

standard generators then so are B and 7. We write (7, B) fot a pair of standard

generators.
Define the collar width of a hyperbolic element to be the quantity,

"(t): logcoth r0)la,
where 

"('y) 
is the translation length of 7.

Main theorem. suppose 1 and B are hyperbolic elements. Let d be the

hyperbolic dista,nce between the axes of 7 and B. Then (1, B) form standard

generators for a pair of pants if and only i{

(*) .(ry)+rw)<d
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with equality if and only if the pair of pa,nts is tight.
Rtrthermore, d projects to the distance between the boundary geodesics

which coruespond to 1 and 0, ffid the numbers c(1) and c(B) determine the
widths of disjoint collats on the quotient surface H' I h, 0l (see Figure 1).

c(t)+"(0)<d c(t)+r(0)-d
Figure 1..

We remark that for any pair of pants there always exist generators that are
not standard. For example consider a standard set of generators (7, B) for a pair
of pants G. Now form anew set of generators for G given by hrf il. These
generators are not standard since 12 B is not simple.

We introduce some terminology in Section 0. In Section l" we show that
inequality (*) is necessary and sufficient for a standard set of generators. In
Section 2 we show that the distance d projects to the quotient, and finally in
Section 3 we finish the proof of the main theorem. Some corollaries to the main
theorem are listed in Section 4.

The inequality (+) appears with a different form in the work of Seppdlä and
Sorvali [S-S]. The main theorem appears in the author's Ph.D. thesis [Ba].

I would like to thank my mentor Bernard Maskit for his constant encourage-
ment and invaluable advice.

O. Recall that a F\r.chsian group is a discrete subgroup of the orientation
preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane H2. We use p(.,.) to denote the
hyperbolic metric. An element 7 of the orientation preserving isometries is said
to be åyperbolic if it fixes two points on the boundary of the hyperbolic plane.
In this case ? leaves invariant a unique geodesic ,4(7) called the axis of 7. An
element which only fixes one point on the boundary of the hyperbolic plane is said
to be parabolic. A boundary element of a Fuchsian group is either a parabolic
element or a hyperbolic element whose axis bounds an interval of discontinuity.
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The hyperbolic d.istance between two disjoiut geodesics in E2 1H2 with the circle
at infinity) is the distance along the unique common orthogonal segment that joins

the two geodesics. The distance is zero if the geodesics intersect.
We say that a set of geodesics bound a free polygon if they bound a common

domain and they do not intersect in H2.

1. suppose 7 and B are hyperbolics with disjoint axes. Let o2 be reflection
in the common orthogonal of these axes. Next construct the reflectiotts os: Bo2

and or - oz.y (see Figure 2). The distance between the a6 and oi reflection
circles is denoted by p(o;,oi).

--5
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Figure 2. 1- x 'trt

Lemma L. Let'y ar,d B be hyperbolic elements with axes [1,r] and [0,m]
respectively having repelling fixed points r and 0. Let o; be as above. Define ot1

to be refl.ection in the geodesic orthogonal to the axis of 1 and having the same

fight endpoint as os. Then the oi refl,ection circles bound a free polygon if and
only if the following inequalities a.re satisfied

(r)

and

(r)

With equality in (II) if and

d > 
"(P)

only if o1 :

Proof of Lemma J. First suppose the o; reflection circles bound a free polygon.
Since B : osoz, we have 7eQ) n A(l): 0. Now B has the form 0Q) : \z for
,\ > 1; thus ,\ > r.

Observe that r is uniquely determined by d, and in fact a simple computation

Yields the formula 
* - ( !-+ tl'a: \pll '

otl
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Hence d is also uniquely determined by r.
Writing I ur ,7(f), the inequality .\ ) c translated into hyperbolic terms

becomes

er(il u (#),
and after some easy manipulations we see that this is precisely inequality (I).

Since the translation length of 7 is twice the distance between the o1 ar.d o2
reflection circles, and since al separates ar from o2rweha,ve

f(,r,) 2 2p(o2,o'r).

tr'urthermore, the fact that two geodesics perpendicular to the same geodesic are
either equal or disjoint implies that 7(7) : 2p(oz,al) if and only if qr : ol. This
verifies the necessity of (II).

For the converse, assume inequalities (I) and (II) hold. Recall that inequality
(I) (bV the above arguments) is equivalent to ) ) o and hence, since by a simple
calculation the o3 reflection circle has radius ,\, the a3 reflection circle does not
intersect the axis of 7 (see Figure 2).

Inequality (II) guarantees that

p(oz,ot)> p(oz,ol).

Thus the o1 reflection circle is interior to the al reflection circle. We conclude
that the o; reflection circles bound a free polygon. This finishes the proof of
Lemma 1. o

We can restate inqualities (I) and (II) in terms of the collar widths of 7 and
p.

Lemma 2, Inequalities (I) a,nd (II) are equivalent to

"(z)+c(0)<d,
with equality if and only if equality in (II).

Proof of Lemma 2. We start with c(B) + c(1) < d. To verify (I) simply
observethat c(7) ) 0 and c(f)+ 

"(P)S d implythat d > c(P). Next rewrite

"(p)+c(7)<das

. e*'til + tIosW*log etrtt + 1
\. cl-.

eir(t) _ 1

Exponentiatit g on both sides and clearing denominators we have

*r)("*r@) *,) ("*'<,t - 1) .
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irrg and gatherirrg terms we obtain

- 1) + ("*r@). r)] "*'<'> + ("rra) * r)

I.[ote that l-"0 ("ir@) - 1) + G*"Bl + r)] < 0, since d > 
"(P) 

.

Solving for f 0) we find that

r0) >21os

69

After multiply

| -"0 ( 
"LrG)L\

1)

the

- 1) .

_edG*rG) - 1)

and hence, by some straightforward rearranging

+ G*rG) + 1)

we have

"trtiled +1) - (ro - r)

Now it is a simple, albeit
Iog .\ and d - log ((tfr +

r0) > 21os

"*rte)pa - 1) - ("0 +

tedious, computation to make
L)l«F - 1)) to show that

r(i>zros(ffi)

substitution, f (p) -

Finally we would like to show that the right side of the above inequality is precisely

2p(or,ai). To compute this distance we normalizeihe axis of 7 by urr element
,4 of PSL(2, R) which takes L to 0, 1fi to 1, and s to oo. Note that a simple
computation shows that the right endpoint of ol (which is the same as the right
endpoint of a3) is t/\a (see Figure 3). Thus,

p(or,o'r): toglalrÄi)1 : ftg(s}).
\y 

^ - \/fi,,

This verifies inequality (II). Obviously equality is preserved at each step and
all of these computations are reversible. o

Proof that (*) is necessary and suffi.cient' Note that if the axes of 1 and B
intersect in T[2, then d, : 0 and the theorem is trivially correct. Thus, for the
rest of the proof we consider 7 and B to have disjoint axes.

Assume (1, §) *" standard generators for a pair of pants. If necessary change

the orientations of 7 and B so that their axes are oriented to the right of each

other. Normalize the group (1, 0) , by conjugating in PSL(2, R), so that the axis
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of. B is [0, €], the axis of 7 is [1, o], and the axis of B7 lies to the right of the
axis of 7.

The group (2,0) i. a subgroup of index two in the reflection group generated
by reflection in the common orthogonals joining the three axes. Denote these
reflections by o, 1 o2, ofld o3 as in Figure 2; thus 'Y : ozot, 0 : oso2, ar.d
(01)-t : otos.

Observe that since the group (7, B) contains no elliptics, the o; reflection
circles must be disjoint and hence bound a free polygon. Thus rve can apply
Lemmas 1 and 2 to conclude the necessity of inequality (*) in the main theorem.

To prove the sufficiency, suppose 7 and B are hyperbolic elements so that
.(P)+c(t) < d or equivalently (I) and (II) are satisfied. Normalize in PSL(2,R)
and change orientations ifnecessary so that B has repelling fixed point 0, attract-
ing fixed point oo, and 7 has attracting fixed point 1 (let r be the repelling fixed
point of 7). Hence 0Q): \z,for ) > 1.

Construct the common orthogonal to the geodesics [0, oo] and [1, o] and call
reflection in this geodesic o2. Set os : Bo2 and o1 - oz.y . Then by Lemma 1

the o; reflection circles bound a free polygon (see Figure 2).
The group lor,or,o3) acts discontinuously on H2. To see this, observe that

the free polygon bounded by the o; reflection circles and the boundarl' of H2 is
a fundamental polygon for (41, oz,qs).

Now consider the orientation preserving subgroup ll, §) "f (or, or, 
"s) 

. h, gJ

is an index two subgroup of a discontiuuous group, hence (7, B) acts discontinu-
ously on H2. F\rrthermore it is not hard to see that h,il i" a pair of pants rn'ith
standard generators (1,0),, where r7 : 1-r p-r is either a boundary hyperbolic or
a parabolic element.

Finally by Lemmas 1 and 2, note that equality holds for (*) if and only if the
o; reflection circles bound a free polygon with ot : ol; that is (1, B) are standard
generators for a pair of tighi pants. o

This proves the first half of the main theorem.

2. Suppose (1,0) *" standard generators for a pair of pants. Without loss
of generality we can think of 7 and B as being normalized so that their axes are
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as in Figure 2 and the oi a,re, as before, reflections in common orthogonals where

0 : oa,oz urrd 7 : ozo\. We define the interior of the o; reflection circle to be
the connected component of H2 - {o; reflection circle } which does not contain
the other reflection circles.

The projections of the axes of 7 and 0 *" boundary geodesics and since

the quotient surface is complete, the hyperbolic distance between these closed

geodesics is realized by a geodesic line segment orthogonal to the boundary geode-

sics. We would like to show that this geodesic segment is the image of the common
orthogonal segment between the axes of 7 and B. Hetce this would show that the
distance between the axes of standard generators of a pair of pants projects to the
distance between the boundary geodesics that represent the standard generators.

It is in fact enough to prove the following proposition.

Proposition. We have for all r € (o1,o2,o3)

o(r A(11, A(P)) >- a (A(i, A(P)).

To prove this, first observe that o1 and o2 keep the axis of 7 invariant. Hence,

we can assume that r has the form o;. . . '03 and no two successive factors are the
same. At this point, the proposition follows by inducting on the following lemma.

Lemma. Let C be a geodesic which is contained in the interior of the o;
reflection circle and whose endpoints lie on the positive real axis. Furthermore
suppose that the euclidean line passing through the ofigin and tangent to C has
slope m. Then C gets sent by o j (i * i) to a geodesic in the interior of the oi
reflection circle having a tangent line through the origin with slope no bigger tha,n

m . The slope is smaller if and only if o j : ot .

In essence, the lemma says that as we apply more and more reflections to the
axis of 7, its distance from the axis of. B car only get bigger.

Proof of Lemma Clearly reflection by o; sends C to the interior of the o;
reflection circle. Also the tangent line to C is invariant under 02 aud os. In
particular the slope of the tangent line remains the same. Hence the only case

we need to consider is when o j: or and C lies either in the 02 ot oJ reflection
circle. Assume for the sake of argument that d lies in the o3 reflection circle (the
argument for o2 is similar).

Draw the line .t tangent to C and passing through the center of the o1

reflection circle. Notice that .t lies below the tangent line to C through the origin
and a1 keeps tr invariant. Since a1C lies below the tangent line.t, the slope
of the line .t tangent to o1C and passing through the origin is smaller than the
slope of the tangent line of C through the origin. o

3. Let B be a hyperbolic element with axis A(B). fhe ca.nonical region for
0is

R(0): {zeH2 : s(z,A(il) <"(P)\.

7L
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See Beardon [B] for an equivalent geometric definition of R(B).
We say that a subset X of the hyperbolic plane is precisely invariant under

the subgroup I of G if
((i)) 1X:X forall T€r
and

((ii)) sXnX:0 forall seG-|.
If X is open this says exactly that X/l isometrically imbeds into H2 f G .

In this section, we would like to show that the canonical region of a primitive
simple hyperbolic projects to a collar on the surface. In order to accomplish this
we will need the following lemma.

Lemma. Suppose 1 and B are simple hyperbolic elements with disjoint axes
in a torsion free Fuchsian group. Then (1,P) arc standard generators for a pair
of pants.

Proof. Normalize 7 and B as we previously did in Figure 1 and also draw
the o; reflection circles as before. Since o is simple the o3 reflection does not
intersect the axis of 7. Similarly, since B is simple the o1 reflection circle does
not intersect the axis of B. Moreover the 03 and o1 reflection circles are disjoint
for otherwise their product would be elliptic. Hence the o1 reflection circles bound
a free polygon, and thus by Lemmas L and 2, 7 and B satisfy the inequality

"(?)+c(p)<d.
We conclude from the main theorem that 7 and B are standard generators for a
pair of pants. o

Proposition. Let B be a primitive simpJe hyperbolic in a torsion free Fucå-
sia^n group G. Then R(B) is precisely invariant undet (Pl i" G.

Proof. Clearly all powers of B keep R(B) invariant. Next suppose there exists
§ome e eG- (0) 

'othat sR(B)nR(B) l0,thatisR,(sBs-r)nR(B)10. This
implies that

"k 
gg-1) + c(0) > a(A(s ps-\, A(p)).

On the other hand, B being simple implies that the axes of S§S-r are 0 are
disjoint. Furthermore, g/g-L is simple in G since it is conjugate to B. Thus by
the above lemma (S 0g-' , B) arc standard generators for a pair of pants and hence

"@ 
0s-\ + 

"@) 
< Q(A(s ps-\, A(il).

We have reached a contradiction. o

Now we can conclude that the canonical regions for B and 7 project to disjoint
collars on the pair of pants (7, B). For otherwise if the collars did intersect, the
distance d from the projections n',4(7) to rA(B) (z' is the projection map to the
quotient) would have to be less than that of c(7) + "@). Clearly a contradiction.
This completes the proof of the main theorem.
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4. In this section we list two corollaries to the main theorem. The first is a

collar lemma.

corollary. Two disjoint simple closed geodesics .y and B on a hypetbolic
Riemann surface have disjoint colla.rs of width c(1) and c(B) respectively. frtr-
thermore, this collar lemmais såarp in the sense that if the collar width of a simple

closed geodesic were any bigger, then there exists a surface where the colla,ts in-

tersect.

Proof. To see that the lemma is sharp, simply observe that on a tight pair of
pants the boundaries of the collars meet tangentially' Hence if they were of any

bigger width they would intersect.
Next to prove that the collars are disjoint, suppose not. Then, using the

canonical isomorphism, there exist lifts of 7 and B to simple hyperbolic elements

with disjoint axes in a torsion free Fuchsian group so that the canonical regions of

these hyperbolic elements intersect. Call the lifts 1 ffid P.
on the other hand, we know thai (7, B) form standard generators for a pair

of pants, and hence (by the main theorem) their canonical regions are disjoint.
We have arrived at a contradiction. o

We remark that this is a new proof of a collar lemma due to Buser [Bu].
Different versions of this lemma have appeared in [H], [K], [M], [Ma], aud [R]'

Let ot be a curve on a hyperbolic Riemann surface that starts and ends in
a simple closed geodesic B $hat is, o: [0,1] --+ ,9 is continuous and a(0) e B

and o(1) e P). We say that a has nontrivial relative free homotopy if it is

freely homotopic to a common orthogonal segment joining B to itself, where the

homotopy leaves the endpoints of o in B. We denote the hyperbolic length of a
curve a by I(a). We have the following corollary.

corollary. Let B be a simple closed geodesic in a hyperbolic surface s,
and let a be a curve that starts and ends in B a.nd has nontrivial relative free

homotopy. Then 2c(B) < L(o).

Proof. Let G be a Fuchsian group representing s. B and o determine two

conjugate simple hyperbolic elements in G with disjoint axes that are joined by

the lift of a. CaII these hyperbolic elements B and Bt . Let d be the hyperbolic
distance from the axis of B to the axis of B'. Then since (B, B') forrn standard
generators for a pair of pants we have

zr(il - c( p) + "(P') 
< d < L(o). tr

Notice that if a is a closed geodesic that intersects B transversely we arrive
at the well known result that the length L(a) '-+ oo as -L(B) --+ 0.
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